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Motivation: Millions of transfers every day

https://monit-grafana.cern.ch/goto/WeXOcGDVk?orgId=20
Motivation: PBs of data every day

https://monit-grafana.cern.ch/goto/aeOjFMvVz?orgId=20
Motivation: CMS estimated numbers during HL-LHC

Notice: The previous plots show only Third Party Copy Successful transfers. XRootD reads not shown there

During High Luminosity LHC CMS itself expects:

- more than half an exabyte of new data for each year of operations
- one annual processing workflow of a few hundred PBs
- one Exabyte scale re-processing workflow every 3 years

ESnet/Data Challenge estimates a min bandwidth requirement of 1.4Tbps across the Atlantic for CMS and ATLAS alone up to 2.7Tbps for the “flexible scenario”

Total aggregate data flows are expected to be dominated by the largest flows
What’s the issue with large flows

Think of Data Taking

**Q.** How large has to be the buffer at CERN?

**A.** It depends on how fast we can move data to the T1s

**Q.** How fast we can move data to the T1s?

**A.** It depends on how much network traffic is in and in-between the sites

Lack of predictability makes planning harder
What if we could fine grain manage our largest data flows?

- What if we could...
  - Isolate and guarantee a minimum bandwidth for any given data flow
  - Assemble that minimum as aggregate across the best network paths available
- Then we could:
  - Predict the duration of these data flows
  - Find and fix issues when transfers performs poorly
  - Prioritization

Goal: be able to fine grain manage our largest data flows
What if we could fine grain manage our largest data flows?

- What if we could…
  - Isolate and guarantee a minimum bandwidth for any given data flow

Configure SEs with multi-endpoints to isolate flows and **Quality of Service (QoS)** to assign/allocate bandwidth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALL traffic</th>
<th>XRootD</th>
<th>V.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 Gbps</td>
<td></td>
<td>10Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>40Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50Gbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- XRootD
- Best effort
- Large flow #1
- Large flow #2
What if we could fine grain manage our largest data flows?

- What if we could…
  - Assemble that minimum as aggregate across the best network paths available

Configure **VPNs** between SEs so we can enforce a given path to be used for specific set of transfers.
THE WLCG IF WE COULD FINE GRAIN MANAGE OUR LARGEST DATA FLOWS
What we propose

Integration of Rucio and SENSE

Why?

Rucio:
- Knows everything about our datasets
- Triggers and keeps track of our transfer requests
- Knows our priorities

SENSE knows how to build multi-domain network services e.g. Quality of Service (QoS) and Virtual Private Network (VPN)

Let’s make Rucio express its wishes to SENSE

Why?

Rucio knows what we want to do

SENSE knows how to do it
- QoS => bandwidth guarantees
- VPN => fixed network paths
How does SENSE do it

It gathers information from its agents: “SiteRM” and “NetworkRM” and pushes QoS and Routing rules into the Site (both the DTNs and the network resources) and the R&E Network resources.
Building network services **without** SENSE

Stolen slide from Justas’ presentation on the LHCOPN/LHCONE

Full presentation available here

Real example:
I want L2 multipath between CSU <-> NEU <-> Caltech with 1G guarantees.
What it takes to get it done:

**CC each Site Admin, Network engineer, Site Network provider and ...**

Many emails back-and-forth and all is up in ~2 to ~4 weeks. Lack of a single control over multiple domains is the main issue and **automatic solution for end-to-end path** ("last mile issue").

(different toolset for control, security policies, firewalls, vlans, hardware)

How does Rucio + SENSE looks like

Rucio → DMM → SENSE

DMM: Data Movement Manager (interface between Rucio and SENSE … and much more)
Our current prototype

- Minimal modifications
- Homemade SW
- Deployed via K8s on nautilus-dev cluster
- Dev version managed by ESnet
- Run our own instances
- Deployed via docker
- Each XRootD server has multiple IPv6 addresses

- Rucio
- FTS
- XRootD
- SiteRM
- Switch
- DMM
- SENSE
- CENIC
- Caltech
- UCSD
- NetRM
- SiteRM

Deployed via docker

Caltech

UCSD
XRootD multi-endpoint

- Priority services (QoS and VPN) are established on a subnet basis
- An XRootD cluster requires $N$ different subnets to participate in $N$ priority services.
- An XRootD cluster with $M$ servers will require $M \times N$ IP addresses i.e. every server will have an IP in each subnet

XRootD cluster with $M$ servers and $N$ subnets, Every color represents a different subnet
XRootD multi-endpoint (cont’d)

- As M and N grow you run out of IP addresses quickly
- We use IPv6 because they are “cheap”
- In principle this should work with IPv4 as well

For the sake of making things simpler let’s think of the case of a single XRootD server with N different IPv6 addresses on each Site.
How it works? For a **non-priority** Rucio request

For every Rucio request, Rucio contacts DMM to ask for the endpoints (IP addresses) to use before contacting FTS.

For a regular request *(red)* DMM will return the IPv6 addresses selected for “best effort”.

SENSE is only contacted by DMM in order to get the set of IPv6 addresses of the 2 sites involved in the transfer. This information is cached.
How it works? For a priority Rucio request

DMM picks a pair of free IPv6s and requests a bandwidth allocation on them to SENSE.

DMM return the selected pair of IPv6s to Rucio.

SENSE instructs SiteRM to implement specific routing and QoS on the given IPv6s at the site level.

SENSE instructs NetworkRM to implement specific routing and apply QoS in CENIC nodes in between the 2 IPv6 endpoints.

When the transfer is finished Rucio signals DMM which request the deallocation of the priority services.
Our Proof of Concept

As a PofC we wanted to prove that we could create a priority service between 2 sites:

- On demand i.e. triggered solely by the creation of a rule in Rucio
- On a congested network path (to show QoS)
- Just for the duration of the transfer request in question

Network traffic on 2 different virtual interfaces in the receiving XRootD server
Coming soon: new test at 400Gbps

The PofC was done at 10Gbps. In principle this should work at any scale … but it would be nice to show: “How the future of transfer requests will look”
400Gbps test status

UCSD Storage to DTNs read rate: >480Gbps
Currently a max of 60Gbps, still far from the target…

Artificial background traffic to produce congestion

Rucio transfer request starts and hogs most of the bandwidth, just 100Mbps left

background traffic reclaiming bandwidth as the transfer finishes
Future plans

● Implement monitoring
  ○ Compare allocated vs achieved bandwidth using DTN network traffic + FTS records
● Add more sites to our testbed
  ○ Coming soon: Fermilab (T1), Nebraska (T2), Vanderbilt (T2), Sprace (T2)
  ○ Looking for European sites.
● DMM policy implementation and simulation (More on my talk on Friday)
● Participate as a prototype in the WLCG Data Challenge 2024
● Add support for more NOS (Network Operating Systems) in SiteRM
● DTN-as-a-Service – Auto Start/Stop Transfer Service on Request
● How can we include Sites without network control?
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Other Networking Activities

The Research Networking Technical Working Group (RNTWG), was formed in 2020 after the LHCONE/LHCOPN meeting.

**GOAL**: To be able to identify the owner and purpose of any R&E network flow anywhere in the network.

**Motivation**: The poor experience for WLCG trying to understand network flows, especially across the Atlantic.

**WHY??**: Many reasons:

- It is vital to understand the sources network congestion and work with users to better orchestrate.
- R&E networks want to understand their users and associated flows and optimize how they are served.
- Science collaborations are often unaware of the negative impact that tuning or changing their workflows can have on the wide area network.
Other Networking Activities (cont’d)

RNTWG was created to cover 3 areas:

- Network visibility:
  - focus on **Packet and Flow Marking**
  - has spawned a new initiative call **SciTags**

- Network flow optimization (not ramped up yet)
  - focus on **traffic pacing** and **protocol optimization**
  - to allow more efficient use of our networks

- Network orchestration: GNA-g, NOTED, SENSE

They also note the work of the WLCG Network Throughput working group which deploys, manages and monitors a global perfSONAR infrastructure

More about this on Shawn McKee’s presentation on the Rucio workshop: **Network Packet Marking and Flow Labeling: the Technical Details** (Friday at 9:30am)
Thank you for listening, questions?

Want to join SENSE Testbed? Or ask questions?
Drop an email to SENSE Group: sense-info@es.net
Background slides
A New Generation Persistent 400G/100G Super-DMZ: CENIC, Pacific Wave, ESnet, Internet2, Caltech, UCSD, StarLight and Beyond
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NCS/Ciena Transponders
- 3 C-Boxes
  - 4 Protocol Servers each
- 3 D-Boxes
  - 4 Bluefield-1 DPU accelerators each
  - 22 X 15TB E.1L “ruler” flash SSD each
  - 8 X Kioxia FL-6 Storage Class Memory modules each

System Performance (Throughput)
- Random write 12 GB/s
- Random read 120 GB/s
- (Limited by uplinks to ~75GB/s)
- Linear scale-out to grow capacity and performance